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RESENTMENT-GRIEVANCE   

 Part-1 
 

The Timeless Being is immaculate and pure. 

 

His ‘Divine Light’ is dwelling within us, which is also pure. 

 

The Divine Light within us is covered by our ‘Ego’. 

 

This ‘Ego’ is born out the ‘Maya’ (worldliness) falsehood, hence our ‘Ego’ is 

also false. 

 

In other words, the Divine Light within our consciousness is pure but the 

covering of ‘Ego’ that surrounds it is defiled (impure). 

 

As our egoistic ‘mind’ dwells in Maya and gets more and more entangled in it, 

it accumulates greater Mayaci filth. 

 

If there is a dirt ‘spot’ on a clean cloth, it attracts dirt and becomes darker; 

flies, etc. also are also attracted to the dirty spot. 

 

Our mind’s inherent nature to be ‘affected’ and accumulate ‘others’ demerits 

is the proof of its filthiness. 

 

Similarly, if our mind is polluted with ‘Mayaci dirt’, it accepts others’ filth 

and continues to be even more dirty. Hence, due to the mind’s dwelling in Maya 

with this habit over several incarnations, it has become pitch black and ‘rusty’. 

 
Having been smeared with the filth of pride the world suffer pain. This filth of pride 
attaches because of profane love.                                                         39                                                     
 
The pride of wealth is but filth and the soul is filled with this filth of the wealth 
pride.                                                                                                  570                                       
 
The scum of so many births is attached to this soul and it has become pitch black. 
The oilman's rag turns not white by washing, even though it be washed a hundred times.                                                                             
                      651                                                                       
Impure is the body which is soiled with the filth of ego.  
Though washed a hundred times, even then this filth is removed not.                  1045  
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Just like when we are wearing ‘black goggles’, everything looks black, 

though there may be different colours, our mind is wearing black goggles 

similarly of Mayaci filth.  It perceives everything as ‘dirty’ and we are unable to 

see the true colour of anything. 

 

Gurbani calls this filthy state of our mind, ‘doubt-delusion’. 
 

  
 Without Naam the entire world is dirty and wondering in duality it loses its 
 honour.                  1234 
 
 In the darkness of spiritual ignorance, the man sees nothing and again and again 

wonders in transmigration.                 610 
 

 

With such an illusionary ‘orientation’, not only can we not perceive the good, 

divine and virtuous, but also colour these values with our filthy perception.  This 

state is called lack of knowledge or ignorance. 

 

How ridiculous is it that despite the presence of Divine Light in ‘Jeev’ 

(human being), we continue to dwell in egoistic illusion and waste away our 

lives? 
 
The mistaken bride wanders in foreign lands and it is the mistaken one, who forsaking 
her home, moves out.  
In suspicion her mind wavers and missing the path she ascends the earthly lands and 
mountains.  
How can she, who is separated from the primal Being meet Him? Duped by egotism, 
she bewails.                                                                                60 
                

 Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations the whole 
world has perished.              133 

 
They worship not the All-pervading Soul; how can they obtain peace from another? 
Within them, is the filth of ego. that they wash not with the Lord's Name. 
Nanak, wasting the invaluable human life without the Name, they die in filth.                                                                                     
                1414 

   

In this state of ignorance and doubt, we cannot believe or develop faith in the 

higher values of good, divine thoughts, or virtues and are just performing religious 

rituals without any dedication. 
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 Knowing not of filth attaching to his inner self, he rubs and cleanses himself           
 externally.                                                                                                      139  
                 
 The men perform four rituals and six religious rites and in these the worldly men are 

engrossed.   
From within they are not cleansed of the filth of ego and without the Guru 
they lose the game.                              495  

  
 The men of miracles roam about misled by Maya and they do not embrace 

contemplation in sublime love.  
Maya is pervading the three worlds and is greatly clinging to the mortals.       67 

  

Within such a polluted mind, only ‘depraved thoughts’ emerge, like – 

 

 Doubt 

  Complaints 

   Resentment 

    Grievance 

     Jealousy 

      Losing Temper 

        Arguments 

             Hatred 

           Enmity 

           Rivalry 

            Quarrels 

             Revenge, etc. 

 

 
If anyone does to us anything like - 

 

 Taking advantage 

        Injustice 

     Deception 

      Opposition 

        Contempt 

         Slander 

          Immoral behaviour, etc., 
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Then, due to our being affected, we develop ‘resentment’ towards that person. 

 

In reality, ‘Ego’ is the root cause of resentment.  Ego is at the ‘bottom’ of 

seeking recognition/respect, desires, belonging, etc., and when these are not 

fulfilled, we tend to ‘blame’ someone else and develop resentment, enmity, 

grievance, hatred, etc. towards that person. 

 

This type of ‘resentment’ behaviour is but natural for other human beings; 

however sometimes we do not hesitate to harbour resentment against even 

Gurmukhs, Saints, Enlightened souls, Prophets, and Gurus, and even ‘God’.   

 

The Divine True Guru bears no enmity, and in his mind is ever attuned to the Lord. 
Whosoever practises enmity with the inimical one, he sets his own house on fire.  
Within him is wrath and ego, wherewith he burns night and day and ever suffers pain.                                                                                      
                1415                                                                                                     

 

 

When someone treats us in a manner that we do not like or it ‘hurts our ego’; 

complaints, resentment and grievance sprout up in us. 

 

In reality our ‘ego’ tainted mind is influenced by the others’ good or bad 

actions and our ego’s subtle strings start playing with the vibrations of 

‘resentment’. 

 

As we ‘continuously’ ‘remember’ and repeat these resentments-

grievances, they become a habit and an ‘integral part’ of our life eventually 

filtering down to permanently reside in our sub-consciousness. 

 

Such ‘accumulated’ resentments thus become our ‘personality’ and when 

they are firmly imbedded in our sub-conscious mind, then our - 
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 thoughts 

   mental faculties 

               thinking 

      decisions 

       dealings 

        deeds 

         religion       
 
come into play in every aspect of our life, the results of which are extremely 

harmful. 

 

Due to these ‘resentments-grievances’, our mind and body are both affected by 

‘disease’ gradually.  Regarding this, a case published in the Readers Digest 

magazine comes to mind. 

 
“In America, two women friends were living in a great friendly bond to the extent 

that one could not be separated from the other.  With time, duality crept in which 

resulted in their developing hatred and enmity.  One of them developed joint pains, 

to the extent that she could not get around or even move.  She sought several 

treatments, but to no avail. 

 

Ultimately, she consulted a ‘psychiatrist’, who upon thorough examination told 

her that, “You cannot be treated with any medicine.  There is only one cure for you, 

that only you can do. It is to ‘forget all your ‘resentments-grievances’ and love 

your friend!”  At first, she thought this to be impossible, but with continued pains 

she decided to follow the doctor’s advice and forgetting all the resentments-

grievances, she went to her friend and hugged her!  Both then reverted to their 

loving relationship and slowly the pains started receding, and in a few months, she 

was fully cured!”   
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Such happenings are rather common. 

 

Our ‘physical diseases’ like ‘TB’ and ‘leprosy’ can become serious and 

untreatable.  Now, the most important point to understand is that the bodily 

diseases end with our death, but the mental diseases foundation due to its 

permanently residing in our sub-conscious, go with us even after death and 

also pollute our future incarnations.  This way, the vicious circle of these 

‘mental illnesses’ continues. 

 

When the result of our resentments and hatred is so frightful, then we must 

think deeply about the virtues and efforts needed to save ourselves. 

 

For those pursuing the spiritual path, the first requirement is to totally ‘forget’ 

the resentments-grievances, hatred, etc., because as long as our mind and sub-

conscious do not become pure, the love for meditation cannot sprout.  That is why 

Gurbani instructs us - 

 

 
 O my mind, why are you doing resentment? 

In the dark age reap the profit of the Lord’s Name. 
Under Guru’s instructions night and day contemplate on it (the Name) in thy mind.   
                            1262 

 
 With dirty mind, God's meditation cannot be performed, nor is the Name obtained. 
                                                                                                39  

 
                

The ‘mind’ is volatile like water and it accepts every type of internal and 

external influence. It remembers these influences and thus becomes dirty or pure 

accordingly. The most significant aspect is the mind’s habit to absorb ‘external 

influences’; which is due to or ego. 
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For example, someone asked a Sadhu (holy person) “What is your name?”. He 

replied “Seetal Das”,  which means a cool natured person.  The person again asked 

the same question and the Sadhu gave the same answer.  But, after repeated asking, 

the Sadhu kept getting more and more ‘bitter’ and eventually ended up losing his 

temper. Picking up a stick he went after the questioner to beat him up.  Hence, the 

cool natured person real nature showed up as really being the ‘hot tempered’ 

one. This indicates that the holy man had not overcome his ‘ego’ yet.  As his ego 

was impinged, he changed from ‘cool natured’ to ‘hot tempered’ due to 

‘resentment’ resulting in ‘bitterness’. 

 

Let us examine closely another example.  Someone came to Mahatma Buddha (the 

enlightened one) and began scolding him heavily, but Buddha stayed calm. When 

the individual got tired of name calling, Buddha picked up a piece of stone and 

tried to give the man, which the later ‘vehemently refused to take’.  Buddha then 

said that if someone does not accept what is offered, the object stays with the 

individual trying to give it.  Hence, since ‘I did not accept’ any of your abuses, 

‘they have stayed with you’! 

 

This story proves that due to the Buddha having no ‘Ego’, none of the scolding or 

abuses ‘affected’ him, he suffered no ‘resentment’ and stayed cool. 

 
Another example is given about being affected or not being affected by external 

influences, - 

 

From a burning fire, ‘sparks’ are flying in all directions.  If a spark falls on a hay 

stack, it is at once burnt and reduced to ashes.  If the same spark falls on a pile of 

small wood pieces, the fire continues to burn for a long time.  If it falls on 

Kerosene oil, it at once becomes a big flame and burns everything around; but if it 

falls on gas it becomes a ‘bombshell’ and creates destruction over a large area. 
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On the other hand, if the spark falls on stone or cement it extinguishes itself 

and if the same spark falls on water, it has no effect and the water extinguishes the 

spark. 

 

This proves that the ‘effect of external influences’ on us depends on the 

‘state’ of our mind.  However much the mind is capable of igniting a spark, we 

are affected proportionately. 

 

The other important point is that after accepting an external influence, how 

much do we remember or ‘repeat’ it?  For example, a mother-in-law taunted her 

daughter-in-law; you are, 

 

    ‘of low caste’ 

     

     ‘worthless’ 

 

           ‘daughter of the impoverished’, etc. 

 

 

The ‘daughter-in-law’ was so much affected and pained that she kept 

remembering and repeating the harmful words, due to which her mind kept 

simmering in the fire of ‘resentment’, ‘hatred’, ‘anger’, etc., and this 

resentment ultimately went deep down into her sub-consciousness. The 

harmful ‘filth’ adversely affected her body, character and personality. 

 

 With such a polluted state of mind, if someone treats us badly, we are never 

ever willing to forget and forgive. In fact, we even condemn the person’s 

virtues, which we coat with demerits and include the person in our black-list.   

 

Even if the person apologises and tries to be good, we are never willing to 

remove him from our black-list. 
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This way the ‘black-list’ continues to expand instead of shrinking.  Such a 

polluted mind cannot see virtues in anyone, but if it sees a virtue, it ‘colours it 

with filth’. 
  

 
People tie the bundle of demerits and no one deals in virtues.           1092 

    
The evil person has forgotten the Name. The drowned one!  
What remedy has he, now?  

 Forsaking merit, he, the trader of sin has loaded the poison of demerit.    580 
  

Even if someone from the ‘black list’ dies, we still remember their demerits 

and keep the resentments entrenched towards them. 

 

In our mind, heart and sub-conscious, there is a rather long list of such black 

listed individuals.  On the other hand, the white-list of Gurmukhs, truthful living, 

pure individuals is very short, because in our mind the love and faith for such 

individuals does not sprout up naturally.  Hence, gradually the black-list gets pretty 

full. 

Even with a slight poke or remembrance of a ‘black listed’ individual, we 

open up the ‘files’ of old resentments, re-igniting all the forgotten stories, 

refreshing once again all the feelings. We continue to open other similar ‘files’ 

and go on with this self-destructing behaviour with the harmful memories.  I 

have even heard someone say, “why did you even recall the name of that 

individual that I am allergic to; I catch fire with all my ‘clothes on’, upon any 

thought of  that devil”. 

 

Such unfortunate people who are born and live in this ‘poison-fire filled 

aura’  die only to be caught by the Jums.  They may externally belong to a 

religion, but their ‘real religion within’. 
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is to keep smouldering in the fiery poison of resentment, grievance, 

jealousy, duality, etc. They actually seem to enjoy it; like the satisfaction one 

gets by ‘scratching’ an itchy place. 

 

Other than their self-ignited poisonous fire, they cannot even imagine any 

good, pure, divine thoughts, or deliberately stay ignorant. 

Without the Sadh Sangat and Mercy of Satguru, such unfortunate individuals 

cannot escape the self-ignited ‘fire of poison’. 

 
  By grasping the Saint’s hem this world ocean is crossed.                         218

   
Through the holy company of saints, the very difficult ocean of fire is ferried 
across.                                                                                          615 

  
Attach me to the hem of the saints’ holy company, so that I may cross  the 

 formidable stream.                                                                           702 
           

 Abiding in the holy company of saints all the sins hasten away.               811
        

The dreadful formidable and unfathomable world ocean is crossed through 
the Guru’s Instructions.                         962 
              

This way our entire ‘life’ is spent in - 

  suspicion 

  resentment 

   grievance 

    complaints 

     anxiety 

      fear 

       jealousy 

        duality 

         envy 

          slander 

           back-biting 

            enmity 

             opposition 

              quarrels 

               fights 

               tyranny, etc. 
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thus, burning, smouldering, seething, becomes ‘like hell’.  

 

For us to have negative feelings of hatred towards anyone, not only hurts our own 

mind, heart, intellect and the sub-conscious, but such ‘vibrations’ also affect the 

‘other person’ and, in his mind, similar feelings of resentment, grievances, etc. 

sprout up.  Slowly and slowly, we firmly entrench our own intense negativity in 

his heart and make his emotions more focused and powerful too. 

 

This is the reason that in spite of --  

 

Gurbani reading 

Worship 

Good deeds 

Being religious 

Reading scriptures 

Pilgrimages 

Religious preaching 

Going to learning centres 

Social societies 

Scientific progress 

In our - 

          Hearts 

   Homes 

    Neighbours 

      Villages 

       Cities/Towns 
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          Communities 

            

            Countries 

           

             The World - 

 

doubt, illusion, resentment, grievance, jealousy/ duality are ‘on the rise’. As a 

result, contempt, animosity, hostility, push-pull, fights and cruelty are abundant 

in the entire world. 

 

Compared to other life forms, God made ‘man’ in his ‘offspring and gave him 

specific virtues. For his livelihood God also provided abundant natural resources, 

but for man it is a matter of extreme regret and disgrace that he made this – 

 

     ‘Beautiful Creation’ 

 

     ‘Home of Truth’ 

    

     ‘Wonderous Nature’ 

 

     ‘Heaven Like’ 

 

     ‘Live-in World’ 

    

with his ego polluted mind’s - 

     

     Depraved thoughts 

 

     Filthy tendencies 

 

     Baser sensuality 

 

     Selfishness 

 

     Doubt 

 

     Resentment 

 

     Grievance 
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     Jealousy 

     Duality 

     Slander 

     Contempt 

     Allergy 

     Enmity 

     Quarrels 

     Fights 

     Tyranny 

 

Into a -- 

 
     ‘World on fire’ 

     ‘Fiery world ocean’ 

     ‘Terrible world ocean’ 

     ‘Horrible hell’ 

     ‘Fire pond’ 

     ‘Pyre of worry’ 

     ‘Pain-anguish’ 

 
In this way we are accumulating horrible sins. 

 

We make every effort to keep our homes neat and clean, both inside and out 

by mopping floors, dusting doors, windows, furniture, etc. 

 

The entire family is involved in keeping the home clean in this way. 

 

If the children carelessly throw stuff around, we get mad at them and do the 

clean up immediately. 

 

In case of a wind-storm, we quickly close all doors and windows to avoid any 

filth coming inside and afterwards thoroughly clean up everything. 

 

Despite all of this rigorous practice of cleanliness our homes need cleaning 

every day, both inside and out. 
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Similarly, to keep our body clean we take bath every day and wash hands-

face, etc. several times.  Even then, we become dirty and we have to wash to be 

clean again and again. 

 

Our clothes also need to be washed and cleaned.  The ones we wear in the 

morning, get dirty by the evening and we have to change. 

 

The above examples illustrate that in our daily life, we are very aware of our 

body and surroundings and make every effort for cleanliness.  The desire for 

keeping our bodies and surroundings - 

   

  ‘safe from filth’ and 

  ‘clean’ 

   

 is naturally inherent in us, but it varies with every ones’ ‘sense of 

cleanliness’. 

 

Such a ‘natural awareness’, to keep clean can make our ‘lives’ happy to a 

certain extent.  However, it is astonishing to know that whereas we are so much 

conscious of our personal hygiene and surroundings, for our- 

 

  ‘internal mental pollution’, we – 

 

   never pay much attention 

   never even think of 

   are ignorant 

   are careless 

   are indifferent, or 

   knowingly pretend to be unaware. 

 

Although all the religious scriptures ‘sternly warn’ us about this internal 

filth and give instructions to save ourselves, we do not care or pay attention to 

these warnings, or divine instructions, or just ‘ignore them’. 
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Gurbani warns us about this mental pollution as follows: - 

  
 
 Man washes his clothes and washes his body and thinks that he is   
 automatically rendered pure. 
 Knowing not of the filth attaching to his inner self he rubs and cleanses  
 himself externally.                        139 
 
 When the mind is filthy everything else is filthy. 
 By washing the body, the mind does not become pure.                  558 
 

Within you is great filth of greed and falsehood, so what for you wash your body?                                                                                                 
                   598 
                        

 Of what use is it to wash the body. 
 When there is filth in the mind. 
 The bitter gourd may bathe at the sixty-eight shrines. 
 Even then its bitterness does not go away.             656 
 

 

The benefits of staying clean externally is limited to this life, but the 

consequences of internal ‘pollution’ must be borne in this life and future 

incarnations. 
 

 Polluted with pride, the man wanders about and dies and is born again and again. 
 He acts in accordance with his (past actions) which cannot be erased.              756 
   

 

With all these warnings, all our attention, efforts and deeds are still confined 

to ‘external’ cleanliness and we do not pay any attention towards ‘internal mental 

filth’. 

 

Despite our - 

 

     Higher education 

     Modern science 

     New civilization 

     Religious preaching 

 
we have no understanding or knowledge of this serious decline and have become 

incapable of knowing or understanding our ‘internal mental filth’. 

 

In this manner, in the delusion of mental and spiritual ignorance, we are 

knowingly increasing every day our mental filth and wasting away our precious 

life. 
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This is the reason that our external – 

 

    Readings-worship 

      Rites and rituals 

        Pilgrimages 

          Charities 

           Yoga practice, etc., 

 

have no effect on our ‘life’. 

 

That is the reason why in our daily life, resentment, grievance, jealously, 

duality, etc., keep increasing and our mental and spiritual state are going 

downhill. 
 

 

 Having been smeared with the filth of pride the world suffers pain. The filth of pride 
attaches because of profane (dirty) love. 

 By no means is this dirt of ego washed off even though one may have  
 ablutions at hundreds of places of pilgrimage. 
 By performing rituals in various ways, rather two-fold filth attaches to man. 
 The filth is not removed by acquiring knowledge. Go and consult the  divines.     39 
 
 Though man may practice purification day and night. 
 But the filth of the mind departs not from his body. 
 Though man may subject his body to much mortification. 
 Yet evil passion never abandons his mind. 
 Even though man may wash his transitory body with much water. 
 How can the frail wall be cleansed?                                                       265
         
 The men perform four rituals and six religious rites. In these the worldly men are 

engrossed. 
From within they are not cleansed of the filth of ego and without the Guru they lose 
the game (of life)                                                                                         495 
Even if one learns the postures of the adepts and practices the restraints of his senses, 

 The dirt of his mind is not removed nor goes the filth of his self-conceit.     558 
 
 With his mind’s desire he may go and abide at a place of pilgrimage and place his head 

under the saw. 
But his soul’s impurities depart not thus, even though he may make lakhs of efforts.  
                    642 
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- Continued 


